6. Minimum Delivery Charges

Solar customers are required to pay PG&E a Minimum Delivery Charge. This charge is to ensure that every customer, including those with very little or no energy usage, contribute to the costs of providing electricity service. Your total monthly delivery charges may be higher or lower than the minimum delivery charge.

7. Details of NEM Charges

This is the amount that PG&E would have charged you for Electric Generation. This number is helpful in comparing SCP's electric generation cost to PG&E's electric generation cost. This charge may be positive, if you over-generated electricity.

9. Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA)

This fee is required by PG&E of all SCP customers. It is intended to ensure that customers who switch to SCP pay for the above-market cost of energy that PG&E bought on their behalf prior to their switch to SCP. This is charged on net usage only and may be negative if you under-generated electricity.

11. Details of Sonoma Clean Power Electric Generation Charges

This is a summary of all electric generation charges from SCP. For customers on a Time-of-Use rate, each time of use period is broken out to show either net consumption or net generation for that time period.

12. Net Generator Bonus

If your system generated more energy than you used in any given TOU period, you will receive $0.01/kWh Net Generator Bonus.

13. Credited to NetGreen Balance

SCP will bill you if you consume more electricity than you generate for the given billing cycle. If you generate more than you consume, SCP will bank your credits to be used for future bills. In sping of each year, if your credit balance exceeds $100, SCP will automatically send you a check up to $50.00. But don't worry if you have less than $100 in credits, the credits will simply roll over to the next month.*